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Abstract — “Sense and Transmit” this approach is used in 

CSMA to provide maximum Through Put. Each interface 

must wait until there is no signal on the channel, and then it 

can begin transmitting. If some other interface is 

transmitting there will be a signal on the channel, which is 

called carrier. All other interfaces must wait until carrier 

ceases before trying to transmit, and this process is called 

Carrier Sense.  

All Ethernet interfaces are equal in their ability to send 

frames onto the network. No one gets a higher priority than 

anyone else, and democracy reigns. This is what is meant by 

Multiple Access. Since signals take a finite time to travel 

from one end of an Ethernet system to the other, the first bits 

of a transmitted frame do not reach all parts of the network 

simultaneously. Therefore, it's possible for two interfaces to 

sense that the network is idle and to start transmitting their 

frames simultaneously. When this happens, the Ethernet 

system has a way to sense the "collision" of signals and to 

stop the transmission and resend the frames. This is called 

Collision Detect.  

If two stations transmit the data at same time, then they 

become collide. So transmission becomes rescheduled using 

some methods or some algorithms such as backoff 

algorithm. 

Channels always try to maintain fewer collisions over 

different networks. 

Keywords: Collsion, Multiple Access, sensing, 

Transmission. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Transmission always performed in two ways one is static 

and other is dynamic channel allocation. Approximate 95% 

bandwidth becomes lost in static channel. Static channel can 

not work well with bursty traffic. So Dynamic Channel 

allocation is used. Each station is independent with each 

other. Sensing over channel and then transmission become 

reduce the chance of collision the slots allocation of channel 

over the transmission of the frames in dynamic channel 

allocation. CSMA can reduce the possibility of collision but 

can not completely eliminate .Chance of Collision might be 

still there because of propagation delay.   

A single channel is always allotted to multiple users for the 

transmission. Static channel medium can not deals with 

large user and heavy traffic. So Dynamic channel allocation 

(DCA) provides a way to fast and a bit reliable data transfer. 

DCA give a way to transmit with its parameters.   

Carrier sense is at best a heuristic to avoid these problems, 

because the sender and receiver are in different locations 

and the sender makes the carrier sense decision based on 

local information. [4] 

ALOHA and Sensing of channel provides a way to transfer 

the data with ACK and NACK i.e. either data is delivered or 

not. If data is not delivered then it has to be retransmitted 

with some policy. 

Aloha provides us two type of channel allocation. 

Aloha is a multiple access protocol at the data link layer and 

proposes how multiple terminals access the medium without 

interference or collision. 

A. Pure Aloha 

 
In pure ALOHA, the stations transmit frames whenever they 

have data to send.  

• When two or more stations transmit simultaneously, there 

is collision and the frames are destroyed.  

• In pure ALOHA, whenever any station transmits a frame, 

it expects the acknowledgement from the receiver.  

• If acknowledgement is not received within specified time, 

the station assumes that the frame (or acknowledgement) 

has been destroyed.  

B. Slotted ALOHA  

• Slotted ALOHA was invented to improve the efficiency of 

pure ALOHA as chances of collision in pure ALOHA are 

very high.  

• In slotted ALOHA, the time of the shared channel is 

divided into discrete intervals called slots.  

• The stations can send a frame only at the beginning of the 

slot and only one frame is sent in each slot.  
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A collision occurs when two or more workstations listen to 

the medium at the same moment, hear nothing, and then 

transmit their data at the same moment. 

Station cannot sense the channel before trying to use it. 

Second Layer of OSI is divided in two sections i.e. MAC 

and LLC. 

CSMA provide 3 type of variations  

1) Non Persistent CSMA 

2) 1-Persitant CSMA 

3) P-Persistent CSMA  

 
If channel is free then transmit immediately other wise wait 

for medium to be free.  

CSMA can provide transmission in half duplex and full 

duplex mode. 

The term “CSMA/CD MAC” is used throughout this 

standard synonymously with “802.3 MAC,” and may 

represent an instance of either a half duplex or full duplex 

mode data terminal equipment (DTE), even though full 

duplex mode DTEs do not implement the CSMA/CD 

algorithms traditionally used to arbitrate access to shared-

media LANs.  

Ethernet/802.3 networks rely on carrier sense multiple 

access/collision detect (CSMA/CD), transmission and 

management. 

 
UNICAST traffic, many streams of IP packets that travel 

across networks flow from a single source, such as a Web 

site server, to a single destination such as a client PC. This is 

still the most common form of information transfer on 

networks. 

BROADCAST traffic flows from a single source to all 

possible destinations reachable on the network, which is 

usually a LAN. Broadcasting is the easiest way to make sure 

traffic reaches its destinations.  

MULTICAST traffic lies between the extremes of unicast 

(one source, one destination) and broadcast (one source, all 

destinations). Multicast is a "one source, many destinations" 

method of traffic distribution, meaning only the destinations 

that explicitly indicate their need to receive the information 

from a particular source receive the traffic stream. 

On an IP network, because destinations (clients) do not 

often communicate directly with sources (servers), the 

routers between source and destination must be able to 

determine the topology of the network from the unicast or 

multicast perspective to avoid routing traffic haphazardly. 

Multicast routers replicate packets received on one input 

interface and send the copies out on multiple output 

interfaces. 

The main job of every MAC protocol is to resolve the 

problems of channel contentions and collisions. [1] 

Ethernet signals are transmitted to every host connected to 

the LAN using a special set of rules to determine which 

station can access the network. The set of rules that Ethernet 

uses are based on the IEEE carrier sense multiple 

access/collision detect (CSMA/CD) technology. Recall that 

CSMA/CD is used only with half-duplex communication 

typically found with hubs. Full-duplex ports do not use 

CSMA/CD. 

C. Half duplex operation 

In half duplex mode, the CSMA/CD media access method is 

the means by which two or more stations share a common 

transmission medium. To transmit, a station waits (defers) 

for a quiet period on the medium (that is, no other station is 

transmitting) and then sends the intended message in bit-

serial form. If, after initiating a transmission, the message 

collides with that of another station, then each transmitting 

station intentionally transmits for an additional predefined 

period to ensure propagation of the collision throughout the 

system. 

The station remains silent for a random amount of time 

(backoff) before attempting to transmit again. Each aspect of 

this access method process is specified in detail in 

subsequent clauses of this standard. 

D. Full duplex operation 

Full duplex operation allows simultaneous communication 

between a pair of stations using point-to-point media 

(dedicated channel). Full duplex operation does not require 

that transmitters defer, nor do they monitor or react to 

receive activity, as there is no contention for a shared 

medium in this mode. Full duplex mode can only be used 

when all of the following are true: 

a) The physical medium is capable of supporting 

simultaneous transmission and reception without 

interference. 

b) There are exactly two stations connected with a full 

duplex point-to-point link. Since there is no contention 

for use of a shared medium, the multiple access (i.e., 

CSMA/CD) algorithms are unnecessary. 

c)  Both stations on the LAN are capable of, and have been 

configured to use, full duplex operation. 
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The most common configuration envisioned for full duplex 

operation consists of a central bridge (also known as a 

switch) with a dedicated LAN connecting each bridge port 

to a single device. Repeaters as defined in this standard are 

outside the scope of full duplex operation. 

Full duplex operation constitutes a proper subset of the 

MAC functionality required for half duplex operation. 

There are two important ways to view network design 

corresponding to the following: 

a) Architecture. Emphasizing the logical divisions of the 

system and how they fit together. 

b) Implementation. Emphasizing actual components, their 

packaging, and interconnection. 

This standard is organized along architectural lines, 

emphasizing the large-scale separation of the system into 

two parts: the Media Access Control (MAC) sub layer of the 

Data Link Layer and the Physical Layer. 

These layers are intended to correspond closely to the lowest 

layers of the ISO/IEC Model for Open Systems 

Interconnection  

Fluctuations in traffic load and channel conditions translate 

into fluctuations in the demand for resources, which in turn 

affect network and/or cell capacity and QoS due to the 

limitation of resource supplies.[2] 

When a MAC client requests the transmission of a frame, 

the Transmit Data Encapsulation component of the 

CSMA/CD MAC sublayer constructs the frame from the 

client-supplied data. It prepends a preamble and a Start 

Frame Delimiter to the beginning of the frame. Using 

information provided by the client, the CSMA/ CD MAC 

sub layer also appends a Pad at the end of the MAC 

information field of sufficient length to ensure that the 

transmitted frame length satisfies a minimum frame-size 

requirement. It also prepends destination and source 

addresses, the length/type field, and appends a frame check 

sequence to provide for error detection. If the MAC supports 

the use of client-supplied frame check sequence values, then 

it shall use the client-supplied value, when present. If the 

use of client-supplied frame check sequence values is not 

supported, or if the client-supplied frame check sequence 

value is not present, then the MAC shall compute this value. 

The frame is then handed to the Transmit Media Access 

Management component in the MAC sub layer for 

transmission. 

In half duplex mode, Transmit Media Access Management 

attempts to avoid contention with other traffic on the 

medium by monitoring the carrier sense signal provided by 

the Physical Layer Signaling (PLS) component and 

deferring to passing traffic. When the medium is clear, 

frame transmission is initiated. The MAC sublayer then 

provides a serial stream of bits to the Physical Layer for 

transmission. 
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In half duplex mode, at an operating speed of 1000 Mb/s, 

the minimum frame size is insufficient to ensure the proper 

operation of the CSMA/CD protocol for the desired network 

topologies. To circumvent this problem, the MAC sublayer 

will append a sequence of extension bits to frames which are 

less than slotTime bits in length so that the duration of the 

resulting transmission is sufficient to ensure proper 

operation of the CSMA/CD protocol. 

In half duplex mode, at an operating speed of 1000 Mb/s, 

the CSMA/CD MAC may optionally transmit additional 

frames without relinquishing control of the transmission 

medium, up to a specified limit. 

In full duplex mode, there is no need for Transmit Media 

Access Management to avoid contention with other traffic 

on the medium. Frame transmission may be initiated after 

the interframe delay, regardless of the presence of receive 

activity. In full duplex mode, the MAC sublayer does not 

perform either carrier extension or frame bursting. 

E. Collision in Transmission 

Once a CSMA/CD sub layer has finished deferring and has 

started transmission, it is still possible for it to experience 

contention for the medium. Collisions can occur until 

acquisition of the network has been accomplished through 

the deference of all other stations’ CSMA/CD sub layers. 

We can also avoid collisions by utilizing control frames or 

out-of-band busy tones. [7] 

The dynamics of collision handling are largely determined 

by a single parameter called the slot time. 

Two radios might not be able to transmit simultaneously 

because they create too much interference for each other. [5] 

This single parameter describes three important aspects of 

collision handling: 

a) It is an upper bound on the acquisition time of the 

medium.  

b) It is an upper bound on the length of a packet fragment 

generated by a collision. 

c) It is the scheduling quantum for retransmission. 

To fulfill all three functions, the slot time shall be larger 

than the sum of the Physical Layer round-trip Propagation 

time and the Media Access Layer maximum jam time. 

When a packet transmission fails, a retransmission is 

scheduled after a random backoff delay, which is 

determined by a specific retransmission policy. [3] 

II. CONCLUSION 

Communication of information between two or more parties 

takes place over a variety of physical media called channels. 

[6].Data is transmitted over that channel. Collision can 
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never be predicted nor stop, we can only avoid the collision 

with some algorithm or some methods.   
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